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Simple Tank diagram is not very difficult to draw if you follow our tutorial. Tank is an army force weapons which is used for war and self defense. Let's start our tutorial. View As: Standard Printable Step by Step. How to Draw a Simple Tank.Â  Draw tanker spout and enhance upper body. Step 11. Finally, make necessary improvements to finish. Tanks and Other Armoured Fighting Vehicles of World War II. 338 PagesÂ–1983Â–52.15 MBÂ–2,821 DownloadsÂ–New! World War II AFV Plans: German Early War Armored Fighting Vehicles (World War II Armored Fighting Vehicle Plans). 51 PagesÂ–2007Â–131.88 MBÂ–3,530 DownloadsÂ–New! Technical artist and military historian George Bradford has been producing detailed drawings of armored fighting vehicle JaneÂ€™s World War II Tanks and Fighting Vehicles: The Complete Guide.Â  A visual history of armored vehicles, from the early tanks of World War I to present-day models, created in association The Imperial Japanese Tanks, Gun Tanks & Self-Propelled Guns (Pacific War Â–34). 166 PagesÂ–2001Â–176 MBÂ–3,524 DownloadsÂ–JapaneseÂ–New! How to Draw Transport: Drawing a Historic Plane From Scratch. What You'll Be Creating. A hundred years ago in 1916, during WWI on the battlefields of the Somme in Northern France, a revolution in armed conflict made its first appearance. This weapon was the tank! Next, we need to draw in those armour plates that sit alongside both sides of the tank and protect the wheels and tracks. Step 8. We then move on to draw the tracks themselves. We shall also add the machine gun that sits on top of the tank; at this point take great care as you draw, as this particular piece of the tank has a lot of fine details. A good drawing will pay off in the long run! Step 5. A big machine gun like this needs a soldier to fire it, so let's add him next. Step 6. A tank is a truck, armoured fighting vehicle designed for front-line combat which combines operational mobility and tactical offensive and defensive capabilities. Firepower is normally provided by a large-calibre main gun as weapons in a rotating turret and secondary machine guns Here's a step by step lesson on how to draw a Military Army Tank: Draw the body of the tank as the base of the truck. Sketch the upper layer of the truck. Illustrate the elongate machine guns attached on the upper layer. Add on its accessories. Draw the interconnected series wheels enclosed with a chain. Outline...Â  Now you know how to draw a Military Army Tank. View Less. Category